HR Leaders Drive
Innovation with Talent
Lifecycle Management
My Ally’s AI-enabled software powers up the world’s most
innovative enterprise and fast-growth companies. Our
Source-to-Retain platform gives talent acquisition and
human resource leaders the right tools to speed up and
reduce costs to discover, hire, onboard, and retain people
who drive businesses forward.

Meet Sky!
Sky is My Ally’s artiﬁcial intelligence assistant for Talent Lifecycle Management,
from sourcing to hiring to onboarding and retention.

The Sky Advantage

Single-Source AI

Conversational Intelligence

One Company, One Experience

From requisition to retirement, your
AI assistant Sky delivers high-quality,
consistent experiences for candidates
and employees alike.

Equipped with natural language
processing and machine learning, Sky
delivers human-like communication
as well as insights on your candidate
pipeline.

Completely customizable for your
workﬂows, processes and brand,
Sky guides stakeholders through the
talent lifecycle and accomplishes
tasks normally done by humans.
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DISCOVER

Discover and attract
the right talent with AIpowered sourcing.

HIRE

Hire better talent
faster with AIpowered recruitment
coordination.

RETAIN

Retain talent longer
with AI-enabled
onboarding and skills
development.

Hiring top talent begins with assembling a great pool of qualiﬁed active and passive candidates.
My Ally allows you to discover and attract great people that ﬁt your business.

Simplify Sourcing

Business Impact

AI-Driven Candidate Matching

Build Candidate Pool Faster

Passive Candidate Sourcing

The Conﬁdence of Qualiﬁed Matches

Candidate Outreach Campaigns

Analytics to Reduce Candidate Pipeline Time

Reduce the cost and time to hire, increase acceptance rates, and improve the candidate
experience. My Ally allows you to retain control of the interview process while staying ﬂexible with
candidates.

Simplify Hiring

Business Impact

Interviewer Time Negotiations

75% Shorter Time to Hire

AI Actions Logged in Activity Center

5x Faster Scheduling

Recruiting Analytics with Real-Time Data

40% Higher Offer Acceptance Rate

Improve quality and speed of onboarding, reduce time to full productivity, and create skill
development plans. My Ally allows you to onboard and retain employees who propel your
business forward.

Simplify Onboarding & Retention

Business Impact

Custom Onboarding Plans

25% Faster Onboarding Time

Upskilling & Cross-Skilling

Shortened Time to Productivity

Next-Gen HR Front Desk

Remove Frustration for New Hires

About My Ally
Developed for enterprise human resource teams, My Ally is the leading AI-driven Talent Lifecycle
Management solution. My Ally’s Source-to-Retain platform gives organizations the tools to discover,
attract, hire, onboard and retain the right people to fuel business.

Powering Enterprise HR Around the World

What Customers Say About My Ally
“We’re happy to have
collaboration and
ﬂexibility with My Ally.
Reactions have been very
positive to how easy it is
to schedule interviews.”

“My Ally schedules around
300 interviews for us per
week and gives us much
more bandwidth to focus
on actually hiring people.”

“We want to ensure a
seamless and enjoyable
experience for candidates,
which is why we are so
excited to be using My
Ally.”

– Marie D.

– Ergo L.

– Alex C.

HR Operations, SAP

Talent Acquisition, TransferWise

Recruiting, Snowﬂake

Get In Touch
Visit us: www.myally.ai

Write to us: info@myally.ai

